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Riversand Technologies, Inc. 

Definitions 

1.    Entity -  “Entity” means a record stored in the product which holds attribute information and relationships to other entities. Typical 
examples include Products, SKU, Style, Customer, Vendor, Supplier, Employee, Location etc. In cases where these Entities are 
hierarchical in nature, all the Entities in the hierarchy would be counted.  For example, a Customer Product with 2 color, 2 size variants 
would be counted as a total of 5 Entities. 

2.     Throughput 

2.1.     “Total Throughput” means the sum total of Import Throughput and Export Throughput.  The measurement of Total Throughput 
is carried out at one-hour intervals and the average of all those measurements is taken over a one-month period. 

2.2.     “Export Throughput” means the total number of Entities that can be published (user downloads, system exports) by the Offering 
in a given time period 

2.3.     “Import Throughput” means the total number of Entities that can be ingested (user uploads, system imports) by the Offering in 
a given time period. 

3.     Business Rule -  “Business Rule” means a configurable data operation written to achieve specific business scenarios (like data 
validation, data computation, data routing, data publish, etc.). A rule can be configured using pre-created keywords and constructs 
available as part of the Business Rule framework within the Offering. For the avoidance of doubt, the schema level validations to ensure 
conformance to data format definitions and standards are not considered to be a Business Rule. 

4.     Processing Level 

4.1.    “Processing Level” is the average Total Throughput provided by the Offering in a given time period for a specified number of 
active Business Rules in the Offering.  

4.2.    Riversand’s Fees are based on Processing Levels that allow the Customer to increase or maintain Total Throughput of the Offering 
as they continue to build governance through Business Rules.   

4.3.    For a given Processing Level, the Total Throughput is guaranteed up to the number of Business Rules included in Level. However, 
although the Processing Level does not limit the number of Business Rules that can be written in the Offering, as the count of Business 
Rules increases above the Level, the Total Throughput may reduce. For the avoidance of doubt, the schema level validations do not 
impact the Total Throughput. 

4.4.    Customer may choose to scale to a higher Processing Level, in either of the following scenarios: 
- If they want to increase the Total Throughput, or 
- If they want to maintain the Total Throughput while additional Business Rules continue to be written 
 

4.5.    The Processing Levels are discrete, for example, if the Customer upgrades to Processing Level 4, they only pay the Level 4 Fees, 
not a cumulative value of Level 2 + Level 3 + Level 4. 

4.6.    Any change to the Processing Level will apply for a minimum of 3 months, meaning that the Processing Level can only be scaled 
up or down again, after the 3-month period has passed. 

4.7.    Processing Level definitions: 

          Level 1: (15,000 entities/hour total throughput, with up to 50 business rules) 

          Level 2: (30,000 entities/hour total throughput, with up to 50 business rules OR 

                        15,000 entities/hour total throughput with up to 100 business rules) 

          Level 3: (60,000 entities/hour total throughput, with up to 50 business rules OR 

                        30,000 entities/hour total throughput with up to 100 business rules) 

          Level 4: (120,000 entities/hour total throughput, with up to 50 business rules OR 

                        60,000 entities/hour total throughput with up to 100 business rules) 
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5.     Users 

5.1.    "Named User" means any individual who is provided access to the Offering (e.g. individuals employed or otherwise engaged by 
Customer, Customer Affiliates, and their respective vendors or contractors) to utilize functionality of the Offering and have their own 
login credentials. 

5.2.    "Concurrent User" means the number of active Named Users in the system at any given point in time. It is measured continuously 
over 15 second intervals and calculated as a monthly average of all such measurements. 

5.2.1.    Customer shall not exceed 130% of selected Concurrent User scale at any point (within any 15 second measurement interval) 

5.2.2.    If the concurrency has been recorded over the selected Concurrent User scale for more than 30% of the measurements in a 
month, the customer is auto-upgraded to the next level of concurrency and charged accordingly from that month onwards 

5.3. The available user types are defined as below:  

 “Full access – 
Internal” 

“Full access – 
External” 

“Limited access – 
Internal” 

“Read Only” 

System & Data Administration Yes No No No 

Bulk data operations – Full (File uploads & UI) Yes Yes No No 

Bulk data operations – Limited* Yes Yes Yes No 

Single data operations Yes Yes Yes No 

Workflow actions/transitions (single & bulk) Yes Yes Yes No 

Search & Analyze Yes Yes Yes Yes 

View (with datasheet downloads) Yes Yes Yes Yes 

* Up to 100 entities bulk update from UI only 
 
6.     Apps 
 
6.1 An App is a user interface, integration or business process created using Riversand’s SDKs. Every app would undergo a review 

and certification by Riversand.  

6.2  Individual app subscription price is separate and is determined based on the type of app developed as well as the costs 
associated with hosting and maintenance of the app. 

6.3.   Connector Apps  

6.3.1. Connector Apps are bi-directional integrations between Riversand solution and cloud-based end-point to syndicate content to 
and get the status back or enriched content from the end-point back into Riversand solution. Following are the types of 
connectors available: 

6.3.2. The delivery timeline for a connector app is assessed once the due diligence is done and is dependent on connector’s 
certification status, Riversand’s connector implementation roadmap and Customer’s syndication requirements for the end-
point. 

7.     Storage 

7.1.    "Riversand master data” storage is defined as the storage required for all master data, its metadata and history. 

7.2.    "Riversand file repository” storage is defined as the storage required for physical files like digital asset files (e.g. Images, Videos, 
Documents, Audio files), copy of imported/uploaded files, etc. 

8.     Tenants and Sandboxes 
8.1.    Below table provides a high-level definition of different kind of tenants and sandboxes 

 “Dev” sandbox “Full” sandbox “Prod” tenant 

Maximum # of named users 10 50 As subscribed 

Master data storage 10 GB Same as Prod As subscribed 

File storage 100 GB Same as Prod As subscribed 

Throughput Limited Limited As subscribed 

SLAs Not Applicable Not Applicable As subscribed 

 


